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Eyes Right At Reviews and Parades
A. At the halt, all Pathfinders, on the command EYES RIGHT, turn head and eyes to the
right 45 degrees. Their heads and eyes follow the reviewing official until they are looking
directly to the front. Only the club director renders the hand salute.
B. When marching, the club director, without turning his body, commands EYES, RIGHT;
READY, FRONT. He gives the command RIGHT when he is six steps from the front of the
reviewing official or reviewing stand, and FRONT when the last rank of the club has cleared the
reviewing official or reviewing stand by six steps. When the command RIGHT is given, each
Pathfinder except the right file, turns head and eyes to the right at an angel of 45 degrees while
marching until the command FRONT is given. At the command FRONT, heads and eyes again
face front. The commands EYES and RIGHT are given on the right foot. READY and FRONT
are given on the left foot.
C. At the command EYES, RIGHT, the club director turns his head and eyes right and
renders present arms. The guidon bearers execute present guidon and the Pathfinder flag is
dipped to a 45 degree angle. The national flag is never dipped.
D. The club director ends the salute at the command FRONT. The guidons are returned to
the carry.
E. All flags are carried nearly vertically, with the staff grasped with the right hand even with
the mouth and the left hand near the base of the staff (the left hand securing ferrule in sling
socket if sling is used). In strong wind, when using sling, staff may be grasped with left hand just
below right hand.

